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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Editor |Expert storyteller | Team player | NOT an asshole 

 

• Motivated, organized and accurate writer/editor; known for outstanding ability to speak directly to specific 

audiences through numerous platforms 

• Uncanny ability to successfully collaborate with strategists, writers, designers, project requesters and other 

relevant parties to conceptualize, produce, refine and deliver   

• Superior prioritization and project management skills; outstanding multitasker 

• Able to deliver outstanding written content, while maintaining composure and good humor under 

continuous deadline pressure 

• Can not only edit, but write relevant, smart content as it relates to email, direct mail and social media 

voice and tone; this, in addition to short-form features in a strong, original writing voice 

• Recognized as a driven, focused individual performer, yet committed to continually engaging with and 

rallying colleagues and teammates 

• Considered a quick study who easily masters new topics and technologies 

• Impeccable written and verbal communication skills 

 

CORE COMPETENCIES 

 

• Nearly 20 years of writing, editing and 

publishing experience in print, digital and 

agency (in-house and client-facing) 

• Exceptional communication skills 

• Firm copy editing eye, with attention paid to 

AP and in-house style guidelines 

• Can support and enhance company style 

and tone  

• Understanding of most computer platforms 

• Proficient in Outlook, Work, (track changes), 

InCopy; rudimentary understanding of 

Adobe PhotoShop, InDesign and InCopy 

• Successfully completed copy editor training 

through the Poynter Institute 

• Member, American Copy Editors Society 

• Formal leadership training through the 

American Society of Employers 

• Experience editing superimposed text in 

video against the go-by script 

• Can expertly edit pitch and presentation 

decks (for as many as thousands of team 

members), normally with short notice 

• Budget forecasting and management 

• Employee supervision and development

 

 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

QUICKEN LOANS Detroit, MI       May 29. 2016 – Jan. 16, 2018 

Copy Editor/Writer 

Point copy editor for multiple families within our Creative team. Responsible for accuracy, clarity and retention of voice 

and tone across myriad in-house marketing collateral.  

This scope of original creative work included: 
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• Served as sole copy editor on varying materials throughout the company’s business funnel; this included 

constant collaboration with strategists, project requestors, project managers, designers and writers 

• Scoured documents, including emails, direct mail letters, banner ads, scripts, social media copy and event 

materials 

• Took the lead to rewrite portions of copy, including email subject lines, preheaders and sections of body content 

as needed 

• Studied and understood in-house style guide, as well as voice, brand and tone, applying these principles to all 

copy editing projects, while also adhering to grammar, spelling and consistency 

• Jumped in to put out editorial fires and eagerly helped with hot projects and their completion under tight 

deadlines 

• Not only wrote compelling, original blog content, but provided high-level copy editor feedback to other writers 

• Copy edited through immense workloads, under multiple deadlines, amid the expectations of perfect 

documentation and completion 

• Touched every part of the Creative team’s workload – from pitch decks to in-house communications to client-

facing materials 

• Maintained an unrivaled ability to edit, write, collaborate, support teammates and adjust on the fly to changes, 

all with grace, aplomb and humor 

 

Creative Circle Detroit, MI 

Copy Editor       Nov. 28, 2015 – May 29. 2016 

Recruited by the Detroit-based creative talent agency to temporary fill in for a client’s copy editor who was 

about to take maternity leave. Performed exemplary in time and was converted to a full-time member of the 

Creative team six months later. In that time, I: 

• Pored over and learned in-house, company style guide 

• Sat in on content strategy meetings to develop understanding of company branding 

• Tamped down learning curve 

• Grew and developed my skills on the copy editing desk 

• Had a lot of fun, under an immense work load, with a dynamic group of creatives 

• Conceptualized and wrote compelling blog features for client’s popular blog 

 

 

 

 

Freelance Writer/Editor, Royal Oak, MI       July 2013-present 

Nimbly and effectively meeting and exceeding clients’ editorial needs 

 

• Amid strict deadlines, providing distinctly written web features for clients’ digital needs 

• Extensive story interviews and project management for local business feature publication 

• SEO and web marketing copy, including social media posts 

• Providing writing solutions for respected market research firm 

• Online copy editing for book review publisher 

• Clients include Issue Media Group, Askmen.com, Second Wave Media, Gongos Research, Downriver 

Profiles, Nair Invest LLC 

 

 

 

 

Duffey Petrosky, Farmington Hills, MI       June 2011-July 2013 

Rapidly growing advertising agency providing an array of clients with effective marketing solutions 

Proofreader/Copy editor 



• Provided agency's Creative Department with copywriting on select projects, which required little 

correction and was met consistently with satisfied approval on the client side.  
• Widely recognized throughout this growing agency as a loyal team player  

• Rigorous, sometimes torrential, daily workload that went into evenings and weekends 

• Responsible for ensuring quality control across the entire spectrum of agency collateral 

• Meticulous examination of materials related to outdoor media, as well as brochures, pamphlets, signs, 

cards, event materials, print ads, video and radio scripts 

• Maintained highest quality of digital collateral, proofreading and copy editing online advertisements 

(OLAs), Web banners, landing pages and wireframes 

 

 

Real Detroit Weekly, Royal Oak, MI October 2010 to April 2011 

Weekly lifestyle magazine that captures the spirit of Detroit through feature stories and photography 

Editor 

 

• Managed full-cycle development of 17-22 pages of editorial copy for this popular (circulation 65,000) 

weekly lifestyle magazine. 

• Leveraged experience with layout and design to coordinate and complete the magazine’s cover and 

lead story each week. 

• Meticulous copyediting skills; edited all inbound entertainment, dining and other feature articles 

submitted by a team of contributors and freelance sources. 

• Strong visual communicator; charged with selecting and editing photographs and illustrations to 

accompany articles. 

• Quickly earned reputation as an extremely efficient, organized and high-energy editor; all three 

required in a fast-paced, ultra-demanding production environment. 

• Planned editorial calendar for future issues. This enables the sales team to pursue relevant advertisers for 

each issue. 

 

American Concrete Institute, Farmington Hills, MI March 2007 to October 2010 

ACI is a 100-year-plus-old international scientific nonprofit, and with 20,000 members, strives to promote the knowledge, use, 

and understanding of concrete 

Supervisor – Publishing Services 

 

• Managed day-to-day operations of 11-member editorial team, publishing more than 30 issues annually 

of four different periodical titles.  

• Highly regarded for ability to motivate and energize team members through aggressive deadlines and 

deliver outstanding finished products.  

• Outstanding multi-tasker; juggled many high-priority projects simultaneously throughout tenure. 

• Supervised production of catalogs, convention collateral, signs, mailers and more, as well as technical 

standards and code books, ranging in size from 20 pages printed in-house to a more than 4,600-page, 

six-volume set.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

C&G Newspapers, Warren, MI November 1998 to March 2007 

Publisher of 17 weekly community newspapers within Southeastern Michigan 



Editor  June 2003 to March 2007 

 

• Outstanding performance as a reporter and newsroom mentor led to opportunity to serve as editor 

over six of company’s 17 weekly newspapers. 

• Supervised the daily newsroom duties and professional development of nine reporters.  

• Demonstrated a natural talent for helping early-career writers transform into skilled, investigative 

journalists. 

• Ensured that each product featured accurate, relevant and interesting content.  

• Able to effectively communicate with people at all business levels; conferred daily with photo, layout 

and design staff and managers, as well as with other department heads, upper management, sources, 

and readers.  

• Supervised content and production of a weekly Homes section.  

 

Reporter November 1998 to June 2003 

 

• Provided daily coverage of city government, crime, schools, and local news in Warren, Michigan’s third-

largest city.  

• Voluntarily took on additional beats, including city of Detroit government, crime and schools. 

     

EDUCATION 

 

Bachelor of Arts degree - Journalism, Detroit, MI 

Wayne State University, Detroit, MI 

HONORS & AWARDS 

 

• Society of Professional Journalists Michigan Chapter: second-place award for sports reporting, 2000. 

 

 

VOLUNTEER EXPERIENCE 

 

• Detroit Public Television, Detroit, MI 

• Common Ground Sanctuary, Pontiac, MI 

• Royal Oak Animal Mission, Royal Oak, MI 

• Gleaners Community Food Bank, Detroit, MI 

• Forgotten Harvest, Southfield, MI 

• Ronald McDonald House of Southeastern Michigan Inc., Detroit, MI 

• Southeast Michigan Anti-Cruelty Society, Madison Heights, MI 

• Greening of Detroit – Detroit Market Garden, Detroit, MI 

 

 


